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JOIN THE CLUB...
Welcome to the world’s  
No.1 weekly digital 
photography magazine. 
If you’re already a 

reader, thanks for your continued 
support and involvement; if you’re 
new to Photography Week, you’ve 
come to the right place! In addition 
to expert advice, brilliant tips and 
step-by-step tutorials, every issue 
features interactive galleries of 
brilliant photos, how-to videos on 

essential shooting and editing 
techniques, and in-depth reviews 
of the latest camera kit. 

But that’s not the whole story. 
Photography Week is more than 
a magazine – it’s a community 
of like-minded people who are 
passionate about photography. 

of the links below and share your 
shots and comments. 
Jeff Meyer, Editor

W E L C O M E

We’re more than just a magazine – read on and discover the many  
ways you can interact with and enjoy Photography Week

JOIN THE PHOTOGRAPHY WEEK 
COMMUNIT Y AND START SHARING! 

FACEBOOK
http://bit.ly/39py9lg

TWITTER 
http://bit.ly/2vGadLP

FLICKR 
http://bit.ly/2VIgsJO

http://bit.ly/39py9lg
http://bit.ly/2vGadLP
http://bit.ly/2VIgsJO
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W H AT ’ S  H O T
THE WEEK’S TOP HEADLINES IN PHOTOGRAPHY

SN E W

ASTRHORI LAUNCHES NEW WIDE 
MACRO LENS FOR MIRRORLESS

strHori has launched a new 

macro lens, further bolstering 

its range of interesting and 

unusual macro lenses. The new arrival, 

the AstrHori 25mm F2.8 2-5X Ultra 

Macro Lens, is another ultra-macro 

offering, suitable for full-frame and 

APS-C cameras, but this time with an 

unusually wide 25mm focal length.

The new lens, which is available 

AstrHori optical oddities like the 28mm 

F13 2X Macro Periprobe probe lens. The 

manufacturer’s latest 25mm offering 

magnification.

The lens has been designed with 

a slim form factor, and is relatively 

lightweight – the Sony E-mount 

magnification – this change in lens 

macro lens with variable magnification.

arranged in seven groups, which 

elements designed to reduce chromatic 

aberrations. A clicked aperture control 

diaphragm through the lens’s f/2.8-f/16 

aperture range.

The AstrHori 25mm F2.8 2-5X Ultra 

Macro Lens is available now in Canon RF, 

versions. It can be purchased direct for 

AstrHori, or from Amazon, for what looks 

to be a very reasonable £239 / $249. 

A

25mm 2-5X optic goes big on magnification for an affordable price
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AFTER-DARK 
PHOTOGRAPHY

Dan Mold shares some techniques for capturing 
creative images during the longer winter nights

ust because the sun has set for 
the day, that doesn’t mean your 
photographic fun has to stop. 

that is the Northern Lights. 

J
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photography.

P

1 GET THE RIGHT GEAR
Discover the affordable accessories that will make painting with light easier

STURDY TRIPOD  
From £110/$110
A tripod is an absolute must for 
painting-with-light photography. 
By its very nature, you’re going to 
need to shoot an exposure several 
seconds, or even minutes, long to 
give yourself enough time to go 
around the scene and paint in your 
light. While entry-level tripods 

dividends to spend a bit more on 

BUDGET FLASHGUN
From £120/$120

of photographic scenarios, and 

add to your kit bag. They’re great 
for illuminating large swathes of 
your landscape scenes at night. 

mode with a low power value, then 
use the Test button to manually 

CREATIVE CAMERA 
from £300/$350
Even basic interchangable-
lens cameras are great for light 
painting, as they have full manual 
controls, with budget options 
including the Canon EOS 2000D 

be worth considering an Olympus 
OM-D or PEN mirrorless camera, 
which have a Live Composite 
feature that lets you see your light 
painting being built up in real time.

WIDE-ANGLE LENS
from £300/$400
While you can take painting-with-
light shots with any lens (even a kit 
lens will work well), you’ll often be 
shooting landscape scenes, so a 
wide-angle optic would be a good 
choice. A lens like the Samyang 

view as well as a wide aperture of 
f/2.8, which helps suck in loads 
of light when you shoot at night. 
Available for a range of mounts, 
it doubles up as a great lens for 
astrophotography, too!

ESSENTIAL KIT
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1 GET THE RIGHT GEAR CONTINUED

PRO KIT COLOUR GELS

them together.

PRO GEAR PIXELSTICK

 
PLEXIGLASS SHAPES 
from around £35/$40 
There’s a brilliant range of plexiglass shapes 
and kits from Light Painting Brushes, such as 
this etched-leaf pattern, which is brilliant for 
light painting trees, or the Plexiglass Feather, 

COLOUR HOOD SET 
from around £45/$55

by the camera, to eliminate unwanted streaks 

so you can make your low-light scenes more 
vibrant.

FIBRE OPTIC STARTER KIT  
from around £75/$90

into a scene. Of course, you can use a cheap 

designed for light painting and can produce 
better results. See how we created an abstract 

TOP LIGHT GRAFFITI KIT from lightpaintingbrushes.com

DELUXE STARTER KIT 
from £155/$192

three universal connectors 
and tools that are perfect 
for creating light orbs, light 

painting portraits, abstract light 
paintings and anything else you 
can imagine!

http://lightpaintingbrushes.com


and abstract portraits.

F

2 USE FIBRE-OPTICS FOR 
ABSTRACT PORTRAITS

Create otherworldly portraits that are sure to turn heads 

U R EF E A

PRO SHOT
BUILD UP THE COLOUR

together in Photoshop. Load the images 

 
PRO ADVICE
SLOW-SPEED FIBRE

enough time to get into the position 

f/14
6

SECS
ISO
100
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2 USE FIBRE-OPTICS FOR 
ABSTRACT PORTRAITS CONTINUED

PRO TIP THREE TOP FIBRE-OPTIC TOOLS

1FIBRE OPTIC TOY 
One of the most budget-friendly ways 

like the one pictured – they’re usually full of 
colour for vibrant portraits.

2 WHITE FIBRE-OPTIC 

also be added to the torch to change the 
colour of the light.

3 BLACK FIBRE-OPTIC 
This is illuminated only at the very 

your light will appear as you brush over 

1USE A TRIPOD 
To get started, you’ll need a model or a friend 

to pose for a few photos. Have them sit down: 
you’ll need them to keep as still as possible 
during your long exposure as you paint with the 

tripod and compose your scene. Autofocus on 
the eye that’s closer to the camera, and switch 

2SETTINGS 
Use Manual mode and begin with a shutter 

more detail, and set the self-timer mode to give 
yourself enough time to get into position. Take 
a test shot, and inspect it to see if you need to 
change the exposure by closing or opening up 
the aperture.

3START PAINTING 

lights out and ask your model to stay as still as 
possible. During the long exposure, carefully 

optics to paint them with light and create 
vibrant abstract trails. Check the results and see 

PRO KIT GET SET UP FOR TOP FIBRE-OPTIC ABSTRACTS

1

2

3
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around your photo.

3 STAMP-IN COLOURFUL SHAPES 
WITH FLASH STENCILS

Put your very own stamp on  your photos with this project

TOP TIP FLASH

camera, using 

button.

PRO SHOT
BUILD IT UP

PRO ADVICE
CHANGING COLOURS

f/8
15

SECS
ISO
800
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3 STAMP-IN COLOURFUL SHAPES  
WITH FLASH STENCILS CONTINUED

MAKE A FLASH STENCIL

1LINE YOUR BOX WITH FOIL 
 Line the inside of a shoebox with 

aluminium foil, using some spray glue or 
double-sided tape. This will help bounce the 

and force it through the stencil opening.

2CREATE A HOLE FOR THE FLASHGUN 
Now cut a hole in one side of your 

to cut a hole in the top of the shoebox lid, for 

3ATTACH YOUR STENCIL 
Draw your stencil shape onto some black 

card and carefully cut it out with a craft knife. 
Use a glue stick to adhere some paper tissue 
to the back of it. Secure your stencil to the top 
of the shoebox with tape – and you’re done!

1USE A TRIPOD 
As you’ll be using a long 

exposure to give yourself enough 
time to move around the scene 

need to set up on a tripod so that 
your camera is still during the long 
exposure time. A tripod also helps 
all of your frames line up correctly, 
if you decide to blend several of 
the exposures together to build 

3SHUTTER SPEED 

give yourself a decent amount 

to make the exposure brighter 

10-sec self-timer to give yourself 
time to get in place.

2LOCK THE FOCUS 
Shine a bright light on the 

to be able to autofocus on it. 

decent sharpness throughout. 

lock the focus in place.

4START PAINTING 
Start the exposure, then move 

stencil – make sure it’s pointing 
towards the camera. Firing it close 
to the camera will make it larger, 
while moving further away will 
make your stencil smaller. Be 
careful of bright LEDs on your 

them showing up in your exposure.

THE SETUP
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4 ADD EERIE LIGHT DOMES 
TO YOUR NIGHT-TIME SCENES
Learn a clever way to add stunning light sculptures to your shots

PRO ADVICE
LIGHT IT UP
their constant-on setting so they don’t 

f/8
20

SECS
ISO
1600

technique that you can to 

A number of photographers offer 

C

http://www.bit.ly/dcm277domes
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4 ADD EERIE LIGHT DOMES 
TO YOUR NIGHT-TIME SCENES CONTINUED

MAKE A LIGHT DOME
BUILD UP YOUR  
SCENE WITH LAYERS

PRO ADVICE  
TRY CHANGING YOUR 
COLOURS IN PHOTOSHOP

1ADD STRING LIGHTS TO A BIKE WHEEL 
Find or buy an old bicycle wheel – we found a cheap used 

26-inch wheel on eBay. Add your string lights to the rim, using 
cable ties or electrical tape to secure the lights at regular 
intervals. Attach the battery pack to the wheel spokes.

2ATTACH YOUR AXLE 
You need to attach a pipe 

needs to be the same length 
as the radius of the wheel – 13 
inches on ours. You may need 
to use some adhesive, but ours 

3START SPINNING! 
With your camera on a 

tripod, get into position. While 
the exposure is running, turn on 

on the ground, using the axle 
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5 PAINT WITH A LIGHT SWORD
Use the force! Light wands and sabres allow you to draw 

PRO ADVICE
THE BLUE HOUR

f/11
3.2

SECS
ISO
100

Painting Brushes for our photo shoot, 

it through the frame to add interest and 

L
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5 PAINT WITH A LIGHT SWORD 
CONTINUED

DRESS CODE: BLACK

PRO TIP  
USE 2ND CURTAIN SYNC  

2OFF-CAMERA FLASH 
With the light painting and sunset coming 

from behind her, our model was in silhouette. 

1GET SET UP 
Pose your model, then 

camera on a tripod. Set your 
camera to Manual and dial in 

100 and aperture of f/11 – you’ll 
need to open the aperture or 

3WAVE YOUR WAND 

continuously using a shutter 
release cable, so we got into 
position and waved our light 
wand to create the abstract 
streaks of light. We could then 
combine the best exposures 
together in Photoshop.



from the United Kingdom. During its 11-
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6 CAPTURE THE LIGHTS FANTASTIC
Award-winning astrophotographer Josh Dury explains why now is the 

JOSH DURY

@Josh_dury_photomedia

f/1.8
2.5

SECS
ISO
2000
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6 CAPTURE THE LIGHTS FANTASTIC 
CONTINUED

4USE A WIDE LENS 

1CHECK THE WEATHER 

5 ISO SENSITIVITY 

2AURORA FORECAST 

6SHUTTER SPEED 

adequate depending on your aperture and 

3USE A TRIPOD 

HOW TO SHOOT THE NORTHERN LIGHTS IN 6 EASY STEPS

ESSENTIAL KIT FOR SHOOTING AMAZING AURORAS 

LOW-LIGHT CAMERA
To prepare for the Northern 
Lights being visible further 
south in the UK and 
other countries this year, 
you should ideally get a 

while a low-light camera is 
preferable, it isn’t essential. 
Any decent camera will 
capture detail in the aurora 
arc and curtains.

‘AURORA’ APP
Apps such as Aurora can 
help you predict when 
the aurora will be visible. 
However, the sun’s activity 
is often unpredictable, 
so even if you receive a 
warning about a Solar 
Wind, that doesn’t 
guarantee the presence 

still worth getting prepared 
to give it your best shot.

SIGMA 14MM ART F/1.4 
LENS
Of course, we’ll be 

dark, so we need a lens 
that allows as much light as 
possible to enter. My go-to 
optic is the Sigma 14mm 

view, and allows more light 
in, so you get greater detail 
in the aurora.

MOVESHOOTMOVE  
LENS HEATER
For shooting outdoors 
in the winter months, 
it’s advisable to use a 
lens heater to prevent 
condensation as the air 
temperature falls. This 
warms the optics above 
the dew point to stop 
the formation of dew 
and condensation from 
obscuring your view.

REMOTE SHUTTER 
RELEASE
To maintain as much 

aurora images, you need 

from camera shake. Here, 
we can use a remote 
shutter release to reduce 
shake caused by pressing 
the shutter button.
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6 CAPTURE THE LIGHTS FANTASTIC 
CONTINUED

GREAT PLACES TO SHOOT AURORAS AT NIGHT
The best locations to shoot the aurora borealis in the UK, and both the northern and southern lights around the world

4

3
1

5

2

1 ICELAND  

the country.

2  UNITED STATES 

3   CANADA  

4  NEW ZEALAND & AUSTRALIA  

5   SOUTH AMERICA 

1 OUTER HEBRIDES 

2  SCOTLAND 

3  NORTHERN ENGLAND 

4  SOUTHERN ENGLAND & WALES 

5  CORNWALL  

IN THE UK  

WORLDWIDE

1

2

3

4

5

TOP TIP: SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO

sure not to push 

high, as this has the 

the noise in your 

shutter speed settings 

ISO 8000ISO 4000



AVAILABLE ON YOUR DEVICE NOW!

To find out how you can get Photography Week delivered straight  
to your device every week for just a few pennies, simply search  

for Photography Week on any of the platforms below

S U B S C R I B E

http://bit.ly/2txbB2Bhttps://apple.co/2RjoI0a http://bit.ly/36kQ7TC

*Available for a limited time only. Standard subscription offer varies across platforms/devices – please refer to specific store for the most up-to-date offer

http://bit.ly/2txbB2B
https://apple.co/2RjoI0a
http://bit.ly/36kQ7TC


SPONSORED CONTENT

We’ve joined up with online photo game GuruShots to print 
the winning images from the Winter Wonders challenge

Shots

https://bit.ly/3HrvnyJ

ANCA, ROMANIA

GuruShots is billed as the world’s 

https://bit.ly/3HrvnyJ


SPONSORED CONTENT 
GURUSHOTS ‘WINTER WONDERS’ CHALLENGE

GIANFRANCO MASSAFRA, ITALY

VALI SLAVU, ROMANIA

https://bit.ly/3HrvnyJ

https://bit.ly/3HrvnyJ


SPONSORED CONTENT 
GURUSHOTS ‘WINTER WONDERS’ CHALLENGE

Above, from top-left to bottom-right: Irina Switzerland, Will United States, Zuza Kosejková Czech Republic, Lily Xu Germany, Yana Raaga Latvia,  
Bajkó Tamás Hungary.

Above, from top-left to bottom-right:  Arta Berzina Latvia, Petr Moravec Czech Republic, Guy Wilson Israel, Witold Steblik Poland.

https://bit.ly/3HrvnyJ

https://bit.ly/3HrvnyJ


SPONSORED CONTENT 
GURUSHOTS ‘WINTER WONDERS’ CHALLENGE

Above, from top-left to bottom-right: Jeanne Canada, Norma George UK, Juhani Pölönen Finland, No Turbo Merja Finland.

Above, from top-left to bottom-right: Roxanne Collins United States, Simona L. Neumann Romania, Violetta Wieczorek Kuchciak United States,  
Anita Hansen Norway, Irene Waters Australia, Csaba Petrény Hungary.

https://bit.ly/3HrvnyJ

https://bit.ly/3HrvnyJ


  

striking and ingeniously 

inside a hollowed-out tree stump 

Forest, which shows a Eurasian nuthatch 
silhouetted against sky, within a natural 

Image captured from inside a tree stump wins Close-Up Photographer of the Year

entries across categories including Insects, 

THE BEST THING WE’VE SEEN THIS WEEK

I N S P TI R A I N

INVENTIVE BIRD SILHOUETTE 
STUMPS PHOTO CONTEST JUDGES
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SEE MORE IMAGES
ht tps : //b i t . ly/47O89gZ

https://bit.ly/47O89gZ


C R A S H  C O U R S E 
ESSENTIAL PHOTO SKILLS MADE EASY

S K I L   L   S

shot this minimalist seascape at 
Southbourne Beach in Dorset 
in southern England on a cold 
winter’s afternoon, just before 

sunset. The overcast sky matched the sea 
pretty well, so the conditions were ripe for 
a simple, minimalist composition. I used a 
long exposure to smooth out the clouds 
and sea, to further blend them together, 
while adding a little motion into the photo.

SILKY SMOOTH
Landscape pro Stu Meech takes advantage of overcast conditions 

1  PLAY THE FRAME GAME
Composition is one of the most important 

factors when capturing a photograph. Even 

can lead to a weak image. Minimalism is often 
about creating space, so I chose to place the 
horizon on the lower third of the image to 
frame more of the sky. I then used the posts to 
lead across the photo from the left-hand side. 

4 DO THE MATHS
Using manual mode ensures that your 

attached. If your exposure is over 30 secs, 
you’ll need to use Bulb or Time mode. If it’s 
under and you’re using a mirrorless camera, 
you can eyeball your exposure; DSLR users 
will need to use an app like Long Exposure 
Calculator to work out the long exposure via 
their base shutter speed and strength of ND.

3 FIND YOUR BASE EXPOSURE

a photo to make sure your base exposure 
is correct. If it isn’t, amend your settings 
accordingly, while sticking to your base ISO. 
If you’ve been using Aperture Priority mode, 
make a note of your settings, because you’ll 
be switching to Manual mode in the next 
step. Taking a test shot also gives you another 
chance to review your composition. 

2 FOCUS BEFORE YOU FILTER
Long exposures allow you to blur clouds 

and water, amplifying the minimalist feel. If 

before you attach it. Use single-point AF to 
focus on your subject. If you’re not using back-
button focus, you’ll need to switch to manual 

5 FILTER AND FIRE! 
Now that you’ve focused and set the 

correct exposure, you can attach your ND 

you slide them into the groove that’s closest 

camera shake, and is essential if you’re using 
Bulb mode; if you don’t have one you can use 
Exposure Delay Mode or the self-timer.

I

CAMERA Nikon D750 LENS 24-120mm f/4 EXPOSURE 123 secs, f/5.6, ISO100

While it’s a good idea to plan shoots 
for ideal conditions, it’s also important 
to keep an open mind so that you learn 
to adapt to new situations; if you don’t, 
you might miss a golden opportunity! 
Just make sure you always research tide 
times, and never compromise on safety.

EXPERT TIP

Negative space and a long 
exposure transformed a dull day 

into a minimalist work of art



 
LEARN ESSENTIAL EDITING SKILLS FAST!

E D N

Discover the AI face-masking tools in Camera 

ntroduced back in 2021 and 
having seen a raft of updates 
since, the Masking panel has 

been one of the best improvements to 

painstakingly masking out areas by 

been treated to an array of masking 
features that enable us to target parts 

Enhancing portraits is often about 
making delicate changes to different 

parts of a face, perhaps to lift the 

soften the skin. Previously, these kind 

can be targeted automatically, like hair, 

make changes to those areas, using 

endlessly editable.

HOW TO...

USE SMART PORTRAIT MASKS

EXPERT TIP
image as normal presets do, Adaptive 

to target specific parts of an image. 

Presets for common portrait fixes like 

Click the Preset icon in the toolbar, 

Portrait set to experiment.

DOWNLOAD THE 
PROJEC T F ILES 

ht tps : //b i t . ly/3vI6zQq

ON A P C OR M AC

WATCH THE V IDEO 
ht tps : //b i t . ly/3Hr yg ja

https://bit.ly/3vI6zQq
https://bit.ly/3Hrygja


www.nikon.co.uk £4,999/$4,797

he Nikkor Z 600mm f/6.3 VR S 
follows in the footsteps of a 
couple of impressive Nikon 

super-telephoto lenses. It has the 
same kind of design as the Z 800mm 
f/6.3 VR S, based on the use of a 
Phase Fresnel element in the optical 
path, which is used in lighthouse 
beams and theatrical stage lights to 
enable a smaller, more lightweight 
design. The Z 600mm is smaller and 
lighter than the Z 800mm, weighing 
1.47g, compared with 2.38g. It has a 
regular 95mm filter attachment thread 
at the front, whereas the Z 800mm 
takes 46mm drop-in filters at the rear.

A more recent comparable lens is 
the Nikkor Z 180-600mm f/5.6-6.3 
VR, which has the advantage of zoom 
versatility, although it’s not a top-flight 

S-line lens and is heavier than the 
Z 600mm, at 2.14g. Cost-wise, the 
Z 600mm is over £1,000 / $1,000 
cheaper than the Z 800mm, but is 
three times the price of the Z 180-
600mm zoom.

Key features
The 600mm focal length of this 

and wildlife photography, when you 
need distance between where you’re 
standing and the subject you’re 
shooting. In these scenarios, it’s 
generally a better fit than the Z 
800mm prime, whereas the latter is 
better for small subjects, such as bird 
photography. Another upside of the 
super-telephoto focal length is that 
you can compress the effect of 

T

L E N S  T E S T
EXPERT OPINION ON THE LATEST KIT

This lens packs powerful telephoto reach and mighty 
performance into an unfeasibly lightweight package

NIKKOR Z 600MM 
F/6.3 VR S

1 The inclusion of a Phase Fresnel element 
enables a relatively compact and manageable 
design.

2 With a relatively lightweight build, the lens 
has been engineered to make handheld 
telephoto shooting a breeze.

3 Handling exotica includes one customisable 
L-fn (Lens-function) button at the rear and 
four towards the front.

02

03

01

perspective, giving a different look 

The inclusion of a Phase Fresnel 
element enables a comparatively 
downsized design. For a 600mm 
prime, the dimensions of 106.5 x 

http://www.nikon.co.uk


LENS TEST NIKKOR Z 600MM F/6.3 VR S

278mm and front-mounted 95mm 
filter attachment thread make the 
lens manageable. That’s even more 
true of the overall weight, which 
shrinks from 1,470g to just 1,390g if 
you remove the tripod mount. By way 
of comparison, the lens is barely any 
heavier than the Nikkor Z 70-200mm 
f/2.8 VR S trinity zoom.

Other optical highlights include two 
ED (Extra-low Dispersion) elements 
and an SR (Short-wavelength 
Refractive) element, to enhance clarity 
and colour accuracy while minimising 
chromatic aberrations. Nano Crystal 
Coat is applied to guard against 
ghosting and flare, while a fluorine 
coating on the front element helps 
to repel moisture and greasy finger 
marks, as well as making the element 
easier to clean.

Engineered to make handheld 
super-telephoto shooting a breeze 
thanks to its relatively lightweight build, 
the lens features optical Vibration 
Reduction, rated at 5.5 stops. This is 

aperture, respectively. Naturally, using 
the lens on a DX-format Z camera 
gives you a 1.5x ‘effective’ boost 
in focal length to 900mm, with no 
aperture reduction.

Build and handling
Build quality is everything you’d 
expect from Nikon’s top-flight S-line 
lenses. It feels solid, features a 
comprehensive set of weather seals, 
and, for added security, there’s also a 
Kensington lock slot. The lightweight 
build makes for easy handling, but 

further enhanced to six stops when 
on recent Nikon bodies that support 
Synchro VR, including the Z 8, Z 9 
and Z f. Autofocus is based on a 
linear stepping motor system, which 
is designed to be suitably fast for 
tracking fast-moving subjects in sports 
and wildlife photography, as well as 
being virtually silent in operation.

If you want to super-size your 
telephoto reach, the lens is 
compatible with Nikon’s 1.4x and 2.0x 
Z-system teleconverters, albeit with 
the usual 1-stop or 2-stop reduction in 

The 600mm focal length of this lens makes it particularly suited for 
action, sports and wildlife photography, when you need distance 
between where you’re standing and the subject you’re shooting

The long focal length enables a tight depth of field. Defocused areas look smooth, with pleasing bokeh



LENS TEST NIKKOR Z 600MM F/6.3 VR S

also, thanks  to the Phase Fresnel 
element, the centre of gravity is near 
the rear of the lens, so it feels natural 
in handheld shooting. Rubber grip 
rings help ensure a secure and 
comfortable hold when shooting 
handheld.

Further handling exotica includes 
one customisable L-fn (Lens-function) 
button at the rear, and a rank of four 
customisable L-fn buttons towards 
the front. These are useful for the 

likes of AF-On, AF-Lock and AE-Lock, 
set up via the host camera’s Custom 
Settings menu. The same goes for 
the primary and secondary control 
rings, which can be useful for stepless 
aperture control when shooting video. 
A Memory Set button is also here, as 
well as an autofocus range limiter to 
lock out the short end of the range.

Performance
Although the f/6.3 aperture rating isn’t 
particularly fast, the long focal length 
of the lens enables a tight depth of 
field when shooting at this aperture. 
Defocused areas in images look 
smooth, with pleasing bokeh. For 
outright sharpness, the lens performs 
excellently across the entire image 
frame, even when shooting 
wide-open. That’s important, as you’ll 
often want to shoot at the widest 
aperture to maintain fast shutter 
speeds for freezing movement 
without the need to bump up your 
camera’s ISO setting, which can 
degrade image quality. 

Coupled with advanced tracking 
options in recent Nikon Z cameras, 
particularly for people, animals and 
vehicles, the lens’s autofocus system 
proved super-quick at acquiring 
subjects during our testing, and agile 
for tracking them through quick and 
erratic movements. Overall, every 
aspect of image quality and all-round 
performance is top-drawer. 
Matthew Richards

MOUNT: NIKON Z LENS CONSTRUCTION: 
21 ELEMENTS IN 14 GROUPS ANGLE OF 
VIEW: 4.2º MAX APERTURE: F/6.3 MIN 
APERTURE: F/32 DIAPHRAGM BLADES: 
9 MIN FOCUSING DISTANCE: 4M MAX 
MAGNIFICATION RATIO: 0.15X FILTER SIZE: 
95MM DIMENSIONS (L X D): 278 X 106.5MM 
WEIGHT: 1,470G (INCL TRIPOD RING)

Even shooting wide-open, which you’ll often 
want to do given the modest aperture rating, 
the Z 600mm is both super-sharp and 
remarkably consistent, right out to the 

SHARPNESS

FRINGING 0.51

DISTORTION  0.66

There’s virtually no colour fringing to be seen, 
even in terms of lateral chromatic aberration 
out at the edges and corners of the image 
frame, where it typically tends to be more 
problematic.

It’s not quite a zero-distortion lens, although 

correction applied, there’s only the slightest 
hint of pincushion distortion, although that 
generally goes completely unnoticed in 
real-world shooting.

VERDICT
Think about super-tele primes, and 
heavyweight lenses that are a pain 

to lug around for handheld shooting 
spring to mind. This 600mm lens 

uses a Phase Fresnel element in its 
optical path, and crafty design work 
makes it a lightweight that’s a real 
joy to use. That joy is enhanced by 
terrific image quality and all-round 

performance, along with exotic 
handling characteristics, but it 

doesn’t come cheap.

For outright sharpness, the lens performs 
excellently across the entire image frame

The autofocus is fast enough for tracking 
rapidly moving subjects, and virtually silent 
in operation
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